Octagon Center for the Arts
Octagon Gallery Shop Marketing & Advertising Intern

To enhance the visibility of the Octagon Gallery Shop via website content, use of social media, and through in-shop information, flyers and signage.

Responsibilities
• Photographing artwork and merchandise in the shop for use on the website and with other promotions
• Design shop pages for website and update with photos and descriptions of artwork organized by artist
• Compile artist biographies and images from their websites for use in shop and on website
• Develop shop signage to include gallery cards, artist info, promotions, directional and general information (ie: current exhibits, location of galleries/classrooms)
• Post updates of new shop items on Facebook
• Develop materials for use in window design
• Assists in the representation of a positive organizational image

Requirements:
• Display responsibility and time management by arriving on time and dressed appropriately
• Use interpersonal skills to maintain a professional, respectful work environment
• Attend regular meetings with the Octagon Shop Manager for help and guidance

Position Requirements:
• Currently working toward a BA or BS in relevant field
• Excellent written and verbal communication skills
• Self-motivated, articulate, and highly organized

Positions and Compensation
• One position for summer and one for fall
• May be used to fulfill internship credit requirements.

Contact
Terrie Hoefer, Octagon Shop Manager
Octagon Center for the Arts
427 Douglas Ave
Ames, Iowa 50010
shop@octagonarts.org

About the Octagon Center for the Arts
The Octagon Center for the Arts is a not-for-profit 501(c)-3 organization located in the heart of downtown Ames, Iowa. For more than fifty years, the Octagon has steadfastly worked to make the arts more accessible to the general public. The Octagon continues to contribute to the quality of life and economic growth of the Ames community by making it a more livable and prosperous place. The Octagon serves more than 30,000 people annually through art classes and outreach programs, rotating exhibits, the retail Gallery Shop, and special events such the Octagon Art Festival. For more information, please visit www.octagonarts.org. The Octagon Gallery Shop is a retail consignment outlet and is a part of the Octagon Center for the Arts. Located at 413 Douglas Avenue, it features unique fine art and handcrafted items by more than 200 regional artists. These items include pottery, jewelry, fiber, glass, wood, paintings, photography, cards, scarves, and more.
Octagon Center for the Arts
Marketing & Advertising Intern

Enhance the visibility of the Octagon and increase engagement with the Ames/ISU community via website content, use of social media, press releases and other avenues as deemed appropriate.

Responsibilities
- Write and distribute press releases for events
- Assist in the development of a campaign to increase membership (via press releases, social media, etc.)
- Assist in the continued development of a blog/vlog
- Work with the A/V intern to develop and utilize audio and visual materials
- Assist in the representation of a positive organizational image to the general public, clients, stakeholders and the community.

Requirements
- Display responsibility and time management by arriving on time and dressed appropriately
- Use interpersonal skills to maintain a professional, respectful work environment
- Attend regular meetings with the supervisor for help and guidance
- Good academic standing and currently working toward a BA or BS in relevant field
- Excellent written and verbal communication skills
- Self-motivated, articulate, and highly organized

Compensation
This is an unpaid internship, though we regularly work with institutions to fulfill internship credit requirements.

Please remit a cover letter and resume for the position of Marketing & Advertising Intern, outlining your interest in the position, unique qualifications, and references to:

Rhonda Scott, Events Coordinator
Octagon Center for the Arts
427 Douglas Ave
Ames, Iowa 50010
United States

Or email the materials to Rhonda Scott at info@octagonarts.org

About the Octagon Center for the Arts
The Octagon Center for the Arts is a not-for-profit 501(c)-3 organization located in the heart of downtown Ames, Iowa. For more than fifty years, the Octagon has steadfastly worked to make the arts more accessible to the general public. We enhance people’s lives by encouraging individual creativity, spirit, and potential. The Octagon continues to contribute to the quality of life and economic growth of the Ames community by making it a more livable and prosperous place. The Octagon serves more than 30,000 people annually through art classes and outreach programs, rotating exhibits, the retail Gallery Shop, and special events such the Octagon Art Festival. For more information, please visit www.octagonarts.org.
Ames Community Arts Council
Media Intern

Responsibilities

• Compiling and entering event information on the website
• Assisting with press releases and blog posts
• Creating short videos to highlight our members and/or upcoming events
• Helping to develop and implement a social media plan, including methods to promote members and increase engagement and membership
• Creating posters, flyers, and/or handouts
• Attending monthly Board meetings or other meetings
• Attending local festivals or meetings to represent the organization
• All Arts Council interns, regardless of primary focus, are likely to assist with the weekly e-newsletter

Best Candidates Have

• Strong communication skills, especially the ability to write well
• Strong organizational skills
• Some experience with or interest in website development/maintenance, professional use of social media, and/or production of newsletters
• Interest in the arts, event development/promotion, community building and/or non-profit organizations
• Experience with simple graphics programs a plus
• Ability to devote 10 or more hours per week to internship

Positions and Compensation

• Three - five positions
• Summer and academic year positions are available
• Positions are unpaid
• Internships may be applied toward college credit if desired

Contact
Jennifer Brockpahler, Director
director@amesart.org or 515-233-6110 | www.amesart.org

Application Deadline: Open until the position is filled

About ACAC
The Ames Community Arts Council is a 501 (3)(c) non-profit organization founded in 1976 and dedicated to celebrating the arts in Ames. Our members include artists, non-profit arts organizations, businesses and supporters of the arts. The Arts Council is funded through memberships, donations and grants, including the City of Ames Commission on the Arts (COTA).